
Driving Down PMPM 
Costs with HDCR:

Year 1 Year 2

TodayYear 3

$9.76 $8.75

$4.15 $3.60
HDCR begins

Manufacturer
Finds Savings After
Installing Protect™ 

5.8K Members23 Companies
to Care For

Unnecessary Spend Protection
When patients are prescribed low clinical value (LCV) drugs, RxBenefits’ formulary exclusions can protect a plan 
sponsor from wasting money while providing the member with a lower-cost, equally effective medication. For 
this commercial manufacturer, the impact of implementing these formulary changes was dramatic. In one year, 
their per-member-per-month costs dropped by $3.71, producing $258K in savings for the plan sponsor.   

A commercial manufacturer with 23 companies to care for brought their 5,800 members to RxBenefits to reduce 
pharmacy benefit costs. After a couple of years of success with RxBenefits managing their plan, the group decided 
to add Protect™ to their design to protect their members from inappropriate medications and excess costs.

The Impact of Low 
Clinical Value Formulary 
Exclusions PMPM:

Year 1 Year 2

TodayYear 3

$4.86 $4.53

$0.82 $0.80
LCV formulary
exclusion begins

A Close Eye On High-Dollar Claims
When a claim that exceeds $1K for a 30-day supply is submitted, our High Dollar Claim Review automatically 
flags it for independent licensed expert clinical review. Our PharmDs review the chart notes, prescribing information, 
and our first-party data to make sure the high-dollar prescription is the best option for that patient. When this 
manufacturer group added this option to their plan, they saw an estimated $320K in savings during the first year.   

Not only did this commercial manufacturer provide a great benefit 
for members tied to their various companies, but they also found 
that these programs protected their plan from wasted spending.
And after years of proven results, they continue to increase their investment in pharmacy benefits by adding our 
Complex Condition Intervention to increase oversight and protection of their members with chronic, complex, and 
rare conditions. 

~$320K
of savings during
the first year

Manufacturer saw
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$258Kof unlocked savings


